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CCOP PATROL REPORT: FRIDAY 05/05/2017 
Roving Foot Patrol (RFP) 21:30-24:00  
Report	submitted		5/11/2017	by	Ptlr.	N.	Macias 

PATROLLERS: 

1.  14-0238 – ADChf. Kyle Wong 
2.  11-0157 – SPtlr. Alex Upchurch 
3.  16-0275 – Ptlr. Nicole Macias 
	

CONDITIONS: 
Cold and windy. Slightly overcast. 
 
 

NOTABLE INCIDENTS: 

• 21:40 HRS 4149 18th Street (The Edge): WMA was spotted leaving the 
Edge bar who seemed rather inebriated (struggling to walk). Another 
WMA was helping him walk upright and we inquired whether they wanted 
any assistance because his friend seemed to be in a very bad way. He 
patted him on the back and replied that he was taking care of him and he 



began to escort his friend away. Received verbal confirmation from the 
inebriated man that he was ok to go with him. 

• 21:42 HRS (Thai Chef): Flagged down by a WFA in the restaurant. She 
came outside to ask questions about who to call when someone is 
causing a disturbance. Wanted to get our direct line. We informed her 
the best way to reach us would be via email because we are volunteers 
and not "on call". She asked some additional questions about Special 
Patrol and confirmed our website URL. Patrollers later encountered the 
same WFA who was quite intoxicated, but happy. 

• 21:52 HRS 495 Castro Street (Posh Bagel): Well Being Check (910) 
WMA refused services. 

• 21:52 HRS 479 Castro Street (Cliff's Variety): Well Being Check (910) 
WMA refused services. Advised to move to location without trespassing 
sign. 

• 21:55 HRS 429 Castro Street (Castro Theater Parking Lot)  Trespass 
(MPC 25) - Well Being Check (910) WMA -as we approached 2 dogs 
were barking loudly as the team observed a homeless man sleeping in 
the far East corner of the lot.  This was the same man encountered when 
patrolling on 4/29.  Reminded the man that they had spoken with him 
about this previously and that he was trespassing on private property. 
We asked if he required any services but he declined and indicated he 
would move but asked us to step back so his dogs would stop barking. 
We complied.   

• 21:58 HRS 429 Castro Street (Castro Theater Parking Lot)  Loitering -
As we were monitoring to see if the WMA mentioned above was moving 
along we noticed a red Ford Explorer had pulled into the lot and was 
loitering. Advised driver to move along. Eventually they complied.  

• 22:03 HRS 417 Castro Street (Dapper Dog) Well Being Check (910) 
WMA and WFA refused services. WFA had pretty bad bruising along the 
right side of her face. Asked if we had any socks or spare change.  

• 22:07 HRS 440 Castro Street (440 Bar): CCOP was called over by the 
bouncer of 440 Castro Bar to assist with a disorderly WMA. The bar-back 
of 440 was holding the WMAs hands behind his back and he was trying 
to wriggle free letting us know that he wanted to press charges because 
"they did this to him" (he gestured at his nose bleeding).  He had 
reportedly open-hand smacked the bouncer across the face at 440 after 
being asked to leave the bar for being drunk and disorderly. The WMA 
then reportedly went into Q-Bar where he had an altercation with security 
there as well. Called Patrol Special Police who radioed to SFPD foot 
patrol nearby. SFPD arrived on the scene and sat the man down to calm 
him and take his information. Patrollers noticed a bracelet on the ground 
where the man was previously being held and provided it to SFPD.  

• 22:16 HRS 498 Castro Street (Walgreens/close to Blush Wine Bar) 
While attempting to calm the man down and brief SFPD, a passerby 
gestured toward Walgreens and suggested we head that way as some 
"kids who live on the street were getting into a fight" We headed South 



down Castro toward Walgreens but saw no sign of an altercation. While 
there we noticed a WMA, laying on the ground against Walgreens in a 
black jacket with fur around the collar and shorts. Well Being Check 
(910). WMA was very difficult to understand but eventually asked us to 
call someone for him. Attempted to get the man's information for 
HOT.  Passerby then approached and mentioned she had seen the man 
in Blush Bar and that he had too much wine. After being unable to get 
the man to provide his information we let him know we'd come back to 
check on him and opted to return to the scene at 440 to make sure the 
situation was resolved. 

• 22:18 HRS traffic backed up along the West side of Castro street for 
cars in the Southbound direction. We approached several double parked 
cars and asked them to move along. One uber driver near 440 Castro 
Street pulled into an open space to stop blocking the flow of traffic. 

• 22: 20 HRS 470 Castro Street: Two WMAs were arguing loudly. One of 
the WMAs threw a glass Starbucks Frappucino bottle at the other's head. 
The bottle shattered on the ground. They parted ways as we approached 
with one man headed South on Castro and one North. It was unclear 
who actually threw the bottle but the WMA headed North on Castro told 
us that his friend shouldn't jump on him like that because he has a bad 
back. He continued to walk north up Castro. 

• 22:35 HRS 2343 Market Street (Face It) Well Being Check (910) WMA 
with blue sleeping bag. Advised him to relocate to area without No 
Trespassing sign. He began to roll up his sleeping back and move. 

• 23:25 498 Castro Street (Parking Lot Behind 
Walgreens)  Loitering.  Approached WMA standing next to red car in 
corner space with doors open and parking ticket and advised him that he 
was violating a city ordinance by loitering in the parking lot. WMA refused 
to move indicating there are a lot of city ordinances that violate first 
amendment rights. They seemed like they had been hanging out in the 
lot for a while. There was a FA passenger in the back with car doors 
open. Refused any assistance. 

• 23:30 498 Castro Street (Parking Lot Behind 
Walgreens) Loitering. HMA sleeping inside white Ford Explorer with 
keys in ignition. We knocked to let him know he could park in the lot but 
could not loiter. He let us know he is an employee of Harvey's about to 
start his shift and needed to sleep a bit. He left in the next 5 minutes. 

• 23:45  498 Castro Street (Parking Lot Behind Walgreens) Loitering. 
While dealing with other loitering incidents in the lot we heard a group 
(two WFAs and 1 WMA) yelling to friends in another nearby car and 
laughing loudly while standing around a Ford. We had seen this group 
before and warned them about loitering in the lot.  One of them had a 
container of fireball. We approached to ask them to keep it down and to 
avoid loitering in the lot. One of the group WFA wearing SF 49ers jacket 
with shaved head/ scalp tattoos approached to playfully argue but she 



eventually explained that they'd be on their way. They started to pack up 
and leave the lot so we continued patrol. 

• 23:46 150 Eureka Well Being Check (910) Upon returning to Patrol HQ 
we observed a person sleeping in the doorway. We roused him to ask if 
he needed anything. WMA refused services.  

• 23:50 End Patrol 

 
 
Passing Calls: Starbucks, The Café, Beaux, Brewcade,  K&Ds Liquor, Castro 
Muni Station (Station Agent Mitchell), 440, Badlands, The Edge. 
 


